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Seize Possibility not Assumption 
 
Diversity, one in identity, unique in identification yet not a single story  
      Seize possibility not assumption, end othering people in the process of becoming  
When the voice of the marginalized pierces through the armor of judgement  
            Silence situates itself on an island of tears filled with hope and optimism  
Creation craves confusion, disruption of rhythms, and messiness of flows 
                  Do not be scared of changeability, a powerful path to chance 
Reshaping inner self desires moments of silence and isolation  
                        We are humans with eyes to see sincerity, hearts to yearn for relationships  
Inner provocation obliges morality so let it openly pledge a sense of humanity  
                              Urge for certainty kills curiosity to question our subjectivities, objectively  
Desire inquiry over certainty, involvement over numbness, and tension over assumption 
                                  Change exists in the empty space right between the US and THEM dichotomy  
Think rationally, reflect critically, act ethically, and create collaboratively  
                 Our voices and choices make us who we are to ourselves and to the human race 
                                           Let’s not let our perceptions and actions be unguarded…  
 
